Dark Red, Dark Green, Dark
Blue solvent inks
Pale Blue and Pale Yellow pigmented
solvent ink +

Many other solvent pigmented colours can be specially mixed.
Minimum 8 cassettes.

Light Blue and Pale Yellow, pigmented, solvent inks 100 ml cassette.
Brown solvent ink for the “branding look”

Standard Inks
Solvent based Black ink 100 ml cassette
Solvent based White pigment ink 100 ml cassette
Solvent based Yellow ink 100 ml cassette
Solvent based pigment ink; a full range of colours can be made for you on
request.
Solvent Dark Red, Blue & Bright Green 100 ml cassette
Oil based Black ink 100 ml cassette
Solvent based cleaner 100 ml cassette
Oil based cleaner 100 ml cassette
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NEW
UV Drying ink C.M.Y.K. cassette (mercury lamp)
UV inks (LED lamp)

FAST DRY, solvent black ink (about 10 seconds) 100 ml cassette.
EXTRA Black solvent ink very good on metal and most Glass 100 ml
cassette.

FOOD GRADE Ink F.D.A. approved Red or Blue 100 ml cassette.

All cassettes are boxed in 6 or 8 and can be mixed.
High Resolution Inks and cleaners supplied in 1 litre UN bottles.
Black Solvent or oil ink White, Yellow Pigmented Solvent
New Fast dry black solvent
Extra Black solvent ink
Solvent ink, Bright Red Dk Blue.
Oil ink Cyan, Magenta, Yellow (CMYK) Min 12 litres
Oil based ink special for 35 Pico litres Xaar, Seiko 70 mm print heads
SPECIAL BOTTLES
250 ml square bottles with screw caps
250 ml square bottles and special push fit spring loaded caps each
600 ml oblong bottles
850 ml oblong bottles
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We have a large range of compatible bottles and reservoirs only on request.
New Inks for the LCP available in special 1 litre UN bottles, designed to fit directly
into the LCP system or pour in. Also special containers are available for a range of
printers.
MEK ink Black for LCP per 1 litre
MEK flush for LCP per 1 litre
MEK pigmented yellow 12 x 1 litres
Black N Propanol ink 12 x 1 litre
Blue N Propanol
Also MEK inks are available for a range of CIJs (details on request) a range of
compatible containers and reservoirs can be supplied for an extra charge. Special
prices for large orders are available.
*N.B. The new K.I.S.S. (keeping it so simple) is not a specific measurement, it is based on IKonMac and
customer feedback of what is simple and easy and what is complicated. IkonMac aims to make everything
as easy as possible for the user where ever possible without forgoing the latest technological requirements
and features. Unfortunately not everything can be made so simple though. But we are trying to make life
easier!

IKonMac SARL (International sales and customer support) 366 Route du Macon La Batie Montgascon 38110
France Tel: 0033 977 198 385 clive@ikonmac.com

Skype clive.lawes7 video

IKonMac Ltd (R&D and CIJ support) 52 Meeting lane Burton Latimer Northants NN15 5LS UK
clive@ikonmac.co.uk Skype Clive. lawes7 video
IKonMac Ltd (Ink) 65 Deganwy Avenue Blackburn BB18EU Lancashire UK Tel: 0044 07935120538
clive@ikonmac.co.uk www.ikonmac.co.uk clive@ikonmac.com www.ikonmac-sarl.com
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